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cellular nova             wedgewood 



Choose from our spectacular new range of pleated and cellular fabrics. Our  designers have created a vibrant and colourful collection that captures the spirit of today’s tastes and trends.  We offer exceptional value for money and superior service. Your choice of fabrics is fantastic, ranging from blackouts that offer enhanced privacy through to high performance fabrics that help to control the temperature of your surroundings all year round.  Wherever you choose to use them, made to measure blinds using our exclusive pleated blind fabrics will provide you with the ideal combination of performance and style, as well as giving you the control you require to create the perfect  environment. 

shot silk        mineral 

our exclusive pleated blind fabrics will provide you 
with the ideal combination of performance & style 



hula                                               tangerine 



Our stylish range of pleated create a whole new look for your home and will provide shade and security  incredibly effectively.  SPC (Solar Protective Coating)  treated fabrics have advanced solar and optical properties that will filter light, reduce glare and help lower heat build up in your room.  ESP (Energy and Solar Protection) are a blackout fabric that offer total  protection against excessive sunlight.  

festival esp          buttercup 

made to measure pleated blinds are an easy and efficient 
way of controlling lighting levels in your home 

festival spc          taupe 



cellular lina              slate grey 



Award winning stylish Perfect Fit blinds are a fantastic choice for UPVC windows and doors, and they’re so easy to fit with no holes drilled into you window frames - ideal for conservatories.  
· No gaps at the side of the blinds for enhanced privacy and improved insulation 
· Totally child safe because there are no loose cords 
· Perfect Fit blinds sit within the UPVC frame, so windows and doors can be opened and closed freely and your window sills remain clear 
· A range of frame colour finishes to match your windows and doors  All our pleated fabrics can be made into Perfect Fit blinds. 

choose pleated perfect fit 
for quality & style 

cellular lina             spring mist 
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open linen         elderberry 


